Elizabethan Smock, late 1500s
The fabric that was used by the people in Elizabethan London for under garments, such as shirts
and smocks would have been linen. Those undergarments would absorb the skin oils and sweat, and
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protected the harder to clean fabrics that comprised the outer layers from needing to be washed. Linen
was easy to wash and bleach to white in the sun.
Smocks were made from white linen, and could have quite a bit of varia on. They could be long
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or short, with a ached ruﬀs or not, have a low neck or a high collar, or be highly embroidered or plain.
Most of the varia on would be dependent on the fashion of the me and status of the owner. At this

me, most didn’t have a ached ruﬀs, that style having fallen out of favor and usually indicated someone
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was quite poor. I modeled my smock a er one from the Manchester City Galleries, found in Pa erns of
Fashion 4, by Janet Arnold. I added cuﬀs that were theorized to be missing from the extant smock,
indicated by s tching holes.4 I replicated most seams as described, but used a sewing machine for the
straight s tching of the large seams that had been run and fell on the original smock (and even some of
those had to have sec ons re-sewn by hand). While most seams were run and fell style, the under the
arm sleeve seam had ﬁnished the edges ﬁrst, with a narrow hem, and then sewn the two sides together,
this made inser ng the under arm gusset, and leaving a small bit open at the cuﬀ very easy. The cuﬀ
seam should have been worked similarly to the underarm seam, but I got so distracted by ﬁnally
ﬁnishing the embroidery, I worked on auto-pilot and encased the end of the sleeve in the cuﬀ instead. I
sewed eyelets into the ends of each cuﬀ, to thread a small e through to keep them closed.5 (I had to
use a ribbon in one of the pictures, which was the only thing long enough to e by myself while wearing
it). The gussets were slightly inset into the tops of the gussets, which I feel was much more complicated
to do than it should have been.
I didn’t like the embroidery pa ern that was used in the original, so I copied the pa ern from
another smock, also in the Pa erns of Fashion 4, which I thought was pre er. 6 Instead of using pink silk
thread, I chose to use blue (indigo) silk.7 I looked at both the images in POF 4, and pictures of it online,
and copied the design on to paper, which I was then able to trace onto the cuﬀs and neckline, using a
lightbox and heat erasing pen. I had to modify the pa ern a bit at the back of the neckline, as the
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original had a smaller mo f in that area, and the pa ern I was copying didn’t have a smaller sec on. I
then used a stem s tch to embroider the pa ern. The neckline was cut out and ﬁnished a er the
embroidery was done.
The original smock had s tch holes around the neck line, which was theorized to be from lace
that was removed at some point.8 I chose to create a copy of an example from the 1620s. In that decade,
Elizabeth Isham sent several samples (with prices) of lace to her father, Sir John Isham in
Northamptonshire. The page, with the samples, s ll exists. The examples were all made from linen, and
were quite small, all under an inch wide.9 I made a 36 inch length of lace following the pa ern for the “7
Pence” lace that Elizabeth sent to her father. This length is a tad bit longer than the edge of the neckline
for the smock so the ends tuck under the fabric in the back and aren’t seen. The very ﬁne thread used in
the extant example would be comparable to modern thread size 100/2 or 120/2 linen thread. 120/2 is a
very small thread, and at the me I was star ng this project I have yet to ﬁnd a source for it in white. I
used a white Bockens linen thread, 90/2, which is the smallest I had on hand. I tested the thread I had
with a true to life pa ern, unfortunately the 90/2 thread was too large. I used a pa ern that was scaled
up which was more propor onally matching to the thread.10 Once the neckline, and lace, were both
ﬁnished, I used a whip s tch or overcast s tch to a ach lace.11
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